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Review of the News Media and Digital Platforms Mandatory Bargaining Code

Nine welcomes the opportunity to offer its insights and experiences since the introduction of the News
Media and Digital Platforms Bargaining Code (NMBC). Nine strongly supports the Free TV and CRA
submissions in respect of this consultation.

'l . Commitment to the future

Nine applauds the ACCC and Treasury's policy objective of keeping quality public interest
journalism sustainable and local by introducing legislation which supports fair remuneration for
news content. Wiihout the ACCC and Treasury's ground-breaking findings and the
introduction of this world first legislation, Nine does not believe that many (if any) commercial
agreements between the digital platforms and Australian media companies would have been
made.

Nine is committed to keeping Australians up to date with local and international news. More
Australians turn to Nine's publishing, radio, television and digital news services than any other
commercial news company to keep them informed. Nine is one of Australia's most trusted news
sources due to the high journalistic standards that Nine adheres to internally, as well as in
accordance with our various industry codes, principles and legislative requirements in broadcast TV
and radio, and publishing.

Australians directly benefit from the content that Nine creates - having a local, impartial, accurate and
trusted news source is vital to a functioning democracy. The principles underpinning Nine's business
are best summarised as a commitment to:

a. The production and sustainability of trusted Australian local, regional and national news;

b. The production and sustainability of Australian stories and content;

c. The broadcastlstreaming of Australian sport;

d. The accessibility of the above for all Australians (including regional, elderly and low
income audiences); and

e. The accessibility and availability of the above on Australian screens.

(together, the Key Public Policy Outcomes).

Nine's content is valuable - to Australians and to businesses which share our content. Nine is



of the view that without the unfair market power held by our unavoidable business partners,
Nine would be capable of achieving a fair market price for that content. Nine believes that this
important legislation must be maintained - and in some areas strengthened - to ensure that
fair remuneration continues to be received for the content created.

hires and product investments to enhance the impact of our public interest journalism for our
audiences. lnvestment decisions for these initiatives were made using Nine's standard return
on investment framework, which inclu ded a contribution from the digital platforms deals. lt is
important to note that Nine views the agreed payments from the digital platforms as an
allocation of value generated by the platfo rms from Nine's own content - it is a i"ight-sizing of
revenue. As such, it is essential to keep the NMBC in place and regularly reviewed in order to
ensure the longevity of public interest Journailsm tnlo Ine IuIure.

2. The NMBC must remain and be strengthened

Nine agrees that the NMBC has made a contribution to a more sustainable future for public
interest journalism and its newsrooms. However, to ensure that Australian news media
companies can continue to get fairly remunerated, the NMBC needs to be maintained, new
powers added and new digital platforms and services recognised as lrolc.lirrg significarit and
unfair market power - which has continued to grow since thl commencement oJ tne Digital
Platforms lnquiry.

Nine supports the Free TV proposition that the Government should publish a clear statement
of expectation under which it would seek to exercise its designation power - making it clear
that it is willing to designate the digital platforms and services that are not wiiling tJenter into
genuine contract negotiations for the fair remuneration of Australian news content. Nine
believes that by signaling this intent in respect of the below services, this will provide incentive
for those platforms and services to enter into commercial agreements with Australian news

2.1 Registration Process

Nine has not yet been ahle to register its news assets for TV, radio, publishing or digital with
the ACMA. Nine notes that whilst the ACMA has been very lrelpful irr assisting us *Itn the
registration process, it is the cJrafting of the NMBC that is pr"osentrng the ACMA wi6 cJifficulty
with registering our news assets.

For example, one particular issue that Nine is facing (in addition to the examples provided by
Free TV and CRA), is in relation to content that is bioadcast but then placed online with the
commercrals removed. lnstead of being assessed as one program, each snippet of the
program (or each program segment) would be assessed inclividrrally as each has a different
URL. lt is our understanding from our commLrnications with the ACMA that offering ono central
URL for where the content is posted is not going to meet the test. lt would also mJan separate
registrations for each URL where the content is locatecl - thls is innpr"acticable given the
amount of programs that contain news content that meets the standards of registration under
the NMBC. Further examples can be provicled upon request.

While Nine has negotiated commercialagreements without needing to be registered, Nine is
concerned that if it cannot register its content with the ACMA. its pJsition wilibe further.
undermined when trying to negotiate extensions of those agreements with the digital platforms
- in the context of those digital platforms and services already holding substantial unfair
market power.

2.2 Designation Powers

Nine maintains its support of the ACCC's findings that there is a significant imbalance of
market power in favour of the digital platforms and services



media businesses.

Nine believes that the statement of expectations should identify the following digital platforms
and services as those which should be designated if commercial agreements are not entered
into and maintained:

a. Facebook - News Feed
b. Youtube
c. TikTok
d. Twitter

nto US Copyright Office it indicated that it does not believe that the
NMBC should be replicated in the US

'While no digital platform has been designated under the code at this stage, we
believe that it should not be replicated,"

"The ability to link freely is a key feature of the free and open web. Changing that
would not only negatively impact the economic model that stems from it, it would force
information to be consumed in a particular manner, favouring a narrow range of
sources for the diffusion of knowledge, and thereby undermining democratic discourse
and media diversity.

"ln addition, the primary benefactors of such a code would be a small number of
incumbent media providers - stifling further media diversity."

recently pub is behaviour and has obtained the below quote from
formerACCC chairman Rod Sims

"lt's amazing to me that [the company]would so deliberately lie," he said. "What's
more amazing though is that [it] would deliberately put lives at risk."

Nine believes that if the above platforms and services are signaled by the Government as
those which should be designated then Nine and otherAustralian news media businesses will

thttps://www.smh.co
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have the appropriate protections in place and help secure the ongoing sustainability of
Australian journalism.

2.3 Other concerns

Nine notes that it is still experiencing difficulties with some aspects of its relationship w1h the
digital platforms and services.

Deep fake ads using our talent are highly detrimental to Australian consumers, as well as to
our brancj and to our talent. Despite repeated requests, we are still facing roadblocks with the
effective takedown of these advertisements. While we recognise the advanees which have
been made in restricting comments and providing better moderation tools for current content,
there are still issues with turning off historical user comments and user comments generally,
which means significant risk remains with Nine from a defamation and litigation peispective.

not

re are also other ness critical issues e platforms an SE are
not addressing and not working with rrs to resolve. These are just some of many cxamplcs of
ongoing issues which have a cumulative effect on the sustai nability of Australian news media
businesses.

Furthermore, the sheer size and scale of the digital platforms presents a possible existential
risk for the sovereignty of Australia's news content. As of 10 May 2022, the combined market
capitalisation of Alphabet, Meta, Amazon and Apple is almost U5$6 trillion2. Each of these
nlatformc damin=fa rrrifh rrnmoln|raA marl'a+ ^^rr,^F;^ +^^ ^^-t,^L^ rL^. rL-., v,i,,,sLer,ew rrrqrr\s{ Pvvvsr ilr urc ilrdrAgrt iltdt Lt tgy opc|tiite allu llavg
successfully exploited cutttettI created by others for significant financral garn. lf any of these
platforms decided to Bttt colossel financial weiaht hclrirrd th+ r-rpstirr,,,.r rra,rr- ^^n+^h+ F^+ra,r- Fr.L lrL','L'L-L-e! ilrrsrrurqr vvervrrr uErriilu ri ru urvcluutiul Ilgws conlenl, ratner
than leveraging existing content, the sustainability of Australian-based public interest news
coulci be at risk. Although these platforms have generally stayed clear of news content
creation to date, there are some examples of encroachment into market segments beyond
their core business - e.g. Meta's Bulletin product.

3. Ongoing review process critical

overall, the NMBC was critical in providinq the riqht incentive for the dioital olatforms ancl
services to negotiate with Australian media companies. Nine recognises that it is now
recetvr
possible without the NMBC being enacted, and that that remuneration is contributing to Nine's
ability to continue to provide news content which is i ncredibly valuable to all Australians,
particularly as we continue through the pandemic and an election year, when trusted news
content is so important. However, Nine notes that this has not hccn crrenr Ar rcf ralian marlia
company's experience.

Nine's concern is that without frequent review and attention given to this process, large digital
platforms may not be as incentivised to enter into commerciil negotiations or may erigage'ln
conduct that significantly devalues the content right before a contract review. Simllarly, 

-
frequeni review of those entities and services which should be captured by the NMBC, should
be essential to the review process.

It is Nine's view thai 2 yearly reviews are critical - this is a time of change - new and existing
digital platforms and services are displaying new and concerning ways of demonstrating an'd
exercising market power in areas and in ways which were previously not contemplated by the
initial review.

2As per NASDAQ. Meta g0.5T, Atphabet$1.5T, Appte $2.7T, Amazon $1.17



At the time the NMBC was introduced, we were not facing the same issues as we are now,
31d over the past 2 years new platforms and services haie entered the market.
Notwithstanding this, there is a common theme with the development and emergence of theseplatforms and services - unfair market power - the consequences of which can be
unpredictable and create long term damage. Nine is concerned that in 2 years from now newplatforms and services will enter the market, and that existing platforms and services will
expand in ways that we currently cannot foresee. lt is critical that frequent and timely reviews
take place to stop any further unfair marketplace power entrenchment - whether from new or
existing platforms and services.

This ongoing threatened power dynamic needs continual management and review otherwise
the ongoing sustainability of Australian news media businesses and the content that th-y
create for Australian audiences will be at stake.

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you would like any further information or would like to discuss thismatter.

Yours sincerely




